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D I S C R I M I N AT I O N

Some social scientists say many of us have lingering unconscious or ‘‘implicit’’ biases that

cause us to discriminate unintentionally, attorneys Maurice Wexler, Kate Bogard, Julie Tot-

ten, and Lauri Damrell say in this BNA Insights article. They analyze and present their view

of this science of unconscious mental processes through the lens of attorneys who practice

employment law.

Although the authors do not challenge the existence of implied bias and think continued

research is worthwhile, they question its place in today’s legal landscape. Voyaging into our

subconscious minds to weed out unconscious bias is intellectually appealing, they say, but

implicit bias is not yet subject to reliable and valid measurement and has not been proven

to cause explicit discrimination.

Implicit Bias and Employment Law: A Voyage into the Unknown

BY MAURICE WEXLER, KATE BOGARD, JULIE

TOTTEN, AND LAURI DAMRELL

D espite a significant decline in overt prejudice in
the past several decades, some social scientists
say that most of us have lingering unconscious bi-

ases that impact our conscious decisionmaking and
cause us to discriminate without knowing it. Implicit
Bias, or Implicit Social Cognition, as the social scien-

tists refer to it, has received increasing attention by em-
ployment law practitioners, academicians, and the
courts, not to mention mainstream journalists like Mal-
colm Gladwell, who authored the best-selling book,
Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking.1

The concept has been zealously embraced by its pro-
ponents, and with equal zeal, criticized by its oppo-
nents. As a result, there has been a spirited debate over
using implicit bias evidence in employment law juris-
prudence, including regarding its validity, reliability,
and value in predicting explicit discriminatory conduct.

Examples of the debate appear in the U. S. Supreme
Court opinion, Wal-Mart, Inc. v. Dukes2 and in the Iowa
State Court opinion, Pippen v. Iowa.3 While both courts
rejected the application of implicit bias, it is unlikely
that those opinions will dampen either the ardor of
those advancing the idea of applying the theory of im-
plicit bias to the jurisprudence of discrimination law, or
the vigor of those opposing the idea.

1 MALCOLM GLADWELL, BLINK: THE POWER OF THINKING WITHOUT

THINKING (Little, Brown and Company, 1st ed. 2005).
2 Wal-Mart, Inc. v. Dukes, 131 S. Ct. 2541, 112 FEP Cases

769 (2011) (118 DLR AA-1, 6/20/11).
3 Pippen v. Iowa, Iowa Dist. Ct., No. 107038 (2012).
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This article presents our view of implicit bias through
the lens of attorneys who practice in the trenches of em-
ployment law. We do not challenge the existence of im-
plied bias, and we think its continued research worth-
while. We contend, however, that implicit bias has no
place in today’s legal landscape because it is not yet
subject to reliable and valid measurement, nor has it
been proven to cause explicit discrimination.

Voyaging into the unknown of our subconscious
minds to weed out unconscious bias is intellectually ap-
pealing. But the usefulness of the ‘‘new science of un-
conscious mental processes’’4 is as unknown as the un-
conscious thought process it purports to uncover. Some
who advocate using implicit bias evidence in the em-
ployment setting complain that current law does not
probe into the inner sanctums of the mind from which
all decisions spring. They urge courts and lawmakers to
broaden the current legal landscape by accepting im-
plicit biases as a source of unlawful discrimination. But
this approach undervalues the importance of pure hu-
man instinct, discretion, and subjectivity in making suc-
cessful employment-related selection decisions and job-
related business decisions.

The concept of implicit bias is as nuanced and com-
plex as the human mind. Importing the theory of im-
plicit bias into the jurisprudence of employment law
would require an equally nuanced and complex ap-
proach.

I. Introducing Implicit Bias: A ‘‘New Science’’
Professors Anthony G. Greenwald and Linda Hamil-

ton Krieger,5 two of the leading advocates for the use of
implicit bias as evidence in discrimination law, refer to
it as a ‘‘new science of unconscious mental processes.’’
As their article explains, the science of implicit cogni-
tion suggests that ‘‘actors do not always have con-
scious, intentional control over the processes of social
perception, impression formation, and judgment that
motivate their actions.’’ Implicit bias is hidden from
one’s consciousness and may unknowingly ‘‘influenc[e]
nondeliberate or spontaneous discriminatory behav-
iors.

Greenwald purports to test implicit bias by testing re-
action times through the Implicit Association Test
(IAT), available at https:\\implicit.harvard.edu/implicit.
The basic assumption underlying the IAT and similar
reaction-time test is ‘‘that mentally simple tasks take a
(relatively) short time to complete, whereas mentally
difficult tasks take a (relatively) long time to com-
plete.’’6

The race IAT, for instance, asks test takers to identify
black faces by pressing a computer key on one side of
the keyboard and white faces by pressing a key on the
other side. Next, test takers practice distinguishing
‘‘good’’ from ‘‘bad’’ words in a similar manner. Then,
the faces and words are presented randomly and test

takers are asked to use the same side of the keyboard
for black faces and good words, and the other side of
the keyboard for white faces and bad words. Finally,
white faces share a response with good words, and
black faces with bad words.

The test result is based on relative response speeds
for the four category tasks. Results have shown that re-
sponse speeds are often faster when a white image,
rather than a black image, is paired with ‘‘good’’ words.
According to IAT supporters, this pattern suggests that
white/good is a stronger association than black/good,
and that this shows an implicit preference for whites
versus blacks. Greenwald and Krieger believe that there
is already substantial evidence that implicit attitudes
produce discriminatory behavior.

While the research undertaken by Dr. Greenwald and
his colleagues is interesting, it is premature to incorpo-
rate the theory of implicit bias into employment dis-
crimination law. The IAT has not been established as a
reliable measure of implicit bias, much less predictive
of explicit bias and unlawful discriminatory conduct.
For these reasons, evidence derived from the IAT and
similar tests is insufficient to prove liability in either a
disparate treatment or a disparate impact claim under
Title VII. While these two types of claims are distinct in
many ways, both fundamentally rely on a showing of
causation, i.e, that the employer’s conduct—intentional
or not—caused the disparity complained of by the plain-
tiff. As described below, evidence of implicit bias can-
not provide that causal link.

II. Implicit Bias Is Not Yet Subject to Reliable
and Valid Measurement

Since 1998, the IAT has been available on the Inter-
net for self-administrated demonstration. Its advocates
claim to have accumulated sufficient data to allow re-
searchers to draw broad and general conclusions about
the pervasiveness of implicit and explicit biases. Scien-
tists who rely on aggregated studies testing a common
hypotheses (called meta-analysis) generally claim that
such analysis, by reason of the expanded volume of per-
tinent data, thereby bolsters the validity of their conclu-
sions.

However, Greenwald conceded while testifying in
Pippen that while the ‘‘comprehensive race IAT has
been taken on the website well over one million times[,]
. . . the results of taking the IAT on the website is not a
representative sample of the U.S. Population by re-
search design.’’7

Greenwald and Krieger caution that their data comes
from voluntary visitors to the IAT website. Thus partici-
pants are self-selected rather than randomly selected
from a defined population. Accordingly, the conclu-
sions suggesting the existence of unconscious racial
bias in undefined general populations cannot be inter-
preted as depicting the implicit biases of specifically-
identified populations of interest. Going from the gen-
eral to the specific is not reasonably tenable.

Furthermore, infinite factors may influence an indi-
vidual’s response on the IAT. Prejudice may not be the
cause of a negative result. For instance, ‘‘those associa-

4 Anthony G. Greenwald & Linda H. Krieger, Implicit Bias:
Scientific Foundations, 94 CALIF. LAW. REV. 945 (2006).

5 Anthony G. Greenwald, Ph.D., Professor, University of
Washington, Department of Psychology; Linda Hamilton
Krieger, Professor, William S. Richardson School of Law, Uni-
versity of Hawaii.

6 Jerry Kang & Kristin Lane, Seeing Through Colorblind-
ness: Implicit Bias and the Law, 58 UCLA L. Rev. 465, 471
(2010).

7 Pippen, No. 107038 (ruling 4/17/2012); Anthony Green-
wald Dep. Tr., 46 (Sept. 20, 2011) (transcript on file with au-
thors).
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tions may instead reflect sympathy or awareness of cul-
tural stereotypes and depressing realities.’’ ‘‘[E]ven
people who express strongly egalitarian attitudes often
show significant implicit biases. And, even if those bi-
ases are called to their attention, the urge to rationalize
them may be as strong as the desire to get rid of them.’’

Alternative possible explanations for negative scores
include ‘‘figure-ground asymmetry (i.e., ‘greater famil-
iarity with one ethnic-racial group e.g., Whites over
Blacks drives at least part of the race IAT effect’); ste-
reotype threat (i.e., that the fear of being labeled a bigot
will drive some people to behave in a manner that ap-
pears bigoted); sympathy (i.e., the prospect that high
IAT scores ‘are rooted more in a compassion or guilt
about the predicament of African Americans than in
hostility or contempt’); and knowledge of the prejudice
over others.’’8

One person’s responses on the IAT may also differ
from day to day, and nothing in the test accounts for
this variability.9 In fact, Dr. Greenwald’s early IAT test
score changed over time. This suggests IAT results are
variable.

Implicit attitudes develop in a highly individualized
way. Sources of our attitudes include early (even pre-
verbal) experiences, affective experiences, cultural bi-
ases, and cognitive consistency principles.10 As
Gladwell explains in Blink: ‘‘The giant computer that is
our unconscious silently crunches all the data it can
from the experiences we’ve had, the people we’ve met,
the movies we’ve seen, and so on, and it forms an opin-
ion. That is what is coming out on the IAT.’’ Gladwell
also notes that ‘‘our unconscious. . .[is] fallible.’’

As Greenwald testified, other factors that may indi-
vidually or jointly affect IAT scores include: gender,
sexual orientation, obesity, race, religion, personal, so-
cial, and situational pressure, external environment,
childhood experiences, cognitive agility, manual dex-
terity, and even political persuasion.

As Dr. Greenwald testified, other factors that may

individually or jointly affect IAT scores include:

gender, sexual orientation, obesity, race, religion,

personal, social and, situational pressure, external

environment, childhood experiences, cognitive

agility, manual dexterity, and even political

persuasion.

Greenwald and his colleagues have not controlled for
the infinite individual differences in the broad, popula-
tionwide observations. Nor have they controlled for the

number of times a single individual repeatedly takes the
web-based IAT. The IAT is a metric that sorts people
along a single dimension—reaction time. While it looks
objective, it lacks any objective connection to legally ac-
tionable behavior.11

Experts who support the use of IAT scores in evi-
dence will be required to pass the Supreme Court’s
Daubert test. When doing so, they will confront a rigor-
ous challenge to the IAT’s evidentiary reliability and va-
lidity and may find it difficult to supply valid, case-
specific opinions.12 The law is interested in applying
science to specific, not general, cases.13 Pippen and
Dukes both rejected implicit bias evidence because it
did not, and in those cases, could not prove that bias ac-
tually caused any of the challenged employer’s deci-
sions.

III. Implicit Bias Does Not Necessarily Cause
Discriminatory Behavior

Some scholars claim that there is already substantial
evidence that implicit attitudes cause discriminatory be-
havior. In so arguing, they point to a handful of studies
that arguably reflect that IAT measures predict non-
deliberate or spontaneous discriminatory behaviors.14

One study involved undergraduate students inter-
viewing separately with a white experimenter and a
black experimenter. The students’ IAT scores demon-
strated a strong implicit preference for whites over
blacks. When interviewing, the students hesitated less
and made fewer speech errors when speaking to the
white experimenter than when speaking to the black
experimenter. Greenwald and Krieger cite other studies
that have likewise found correlations of IAT-measured
racial association with indicators of subtle or spontane-
ous discriminatory actions.

Pyramiding one inference upon another, Greenwald
and other scientists contend that there is a substantial
body of evidence that implicit race bias is pervasive and
is associated with discrimination against minorities.
When neutral causes can be rejected, the scientists ar-
gue that implicit bias must be probable, if not defini-
tively established as a cause of the discrimination.

Other scientists have challenged these claims, con-
tending that any purported linkage between implicit
bias and discriminatory behavior found in various stud-
ies is weak and unstable, because it depends on mea-
sures of dubious reliability and validity and perhaps a
small number of outlier respondents.15

8 Samuel R. Bagenstos, Implicit Bias, Science and Antidis-
crimination Law, 1 Harv. J. L. & PUB. POL’Y, 477 (2007).

9 Tristin Green & Alexandra Kalev, Discrimination-
Reducing Measures at the Relational Level, 59 HASTINGS L.J.
1435, 1441 (June 2008).

10 Laurie A. Rudman, Sources of Implicit Attitudes, 13 CUR-
RENT DIRECTIONS IN PSYCHOLOGICAL SCI. 79 (2004).

11 Gregory Mitchell & Philip E. Tetlock, Antidiscrimination
Law and the Perils of Mindreading, 67 OHIO ST. L.J. 1023, 1032
(2006).

12 See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509
U.S. 579, 591 (1993) (court must determine if expert proposes
to testify to scientific knowledge that will assist trier of fact to
determine a fact in issue); see also, Fed. R. Evid. 702 (witness
must reliably apply principles and methods to facts)

13 David L. Faigman, et. al., Modern Scientific Evidence:
The Law and Science of Expert Testimony, 2 MOD. SCI. EVID.
§ 18:6 (2012).

14 See, e.g., T. Andrew Poehlman, et al., Understanding and
Using the Implicit Association Test: III. Meta Analysis of Pre-
dictive Validity, 97 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 17, 18 (2009).

15 Hart Blaton, et. al., Strong Claims and Weak Evidence:
Reassessing The Predictive Validity of IAT, 94 JOURNAL OF AP-
PLIED PSYCHOLOGY 3, 567, 568 (2009); Faigman, et al., A Matter of
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Dr. Greenwald and his colleagues assume that one
can decipher when and if neutral causes can be rejected
as causes for disparities. But this is highly unlikely
without closely examining each situation, given the
number and variety of factors influencing human be-
havior. Ironically, those who support holding employers
liable for their alleged implicit biases suggest that indi-
viduals can control their implicit biases. For instance,
Irene Blair concludes that ‘‘automatic stereotypes and
prejudice are not as inflexible as previously assumed.’’
In fact, there is ‘‘now bountiful evidence that automatic
attitudes—like self-reported attitudes—are sensitive to
personal, social and situational pressures.’’16

If implicit attitudes are malleable, then it may be im-
possible to determine the cause of any employment de-
cision without evaluating the circumstances of each
specific situation. The difficulty of this task is com-
pounded by the various factors—both biased and
neutral—that may impact any given employment deci-
sion.17 Greenwald and Krieger opine that ‘‘more direct
confirmations of the causal role of implicit bias may
emerge in the next few years, as researchers increas-
ingly include measures of implicit bias in their studies
of relevant domains in which racially disparate impact
is a known phenomenon.’’ This concession casts seri-
ous doubt upon the current validity, credibility and reli-
ability of the IAT and its outcomes.

IV. Implicit Bias Evidence Has No Place in the
Current Legal Framework

A. Disparate Treatment
A disparate treatment claim requires proof that an

employer intentionally discriminated on the basis of a
protected class. Proof of motive or intent has histori-
cally played a significant and substantial role in these
cases.18

A plaintiff in a disparate treatment case can make a
prima facie case by proving actions taken by an em-
ployer from which discriminatory animus can be in-
ferred.19 Once the plaintiff establishes a prima facie
case, the employer must produce (not prove) a legiti-
mate nondiscriminatory reason for the challenged ac-

tion. The plaintiff must then demonstrate that the ex-
pressed reason is a pretext. ‘‘The ultimate burden of
persuading the trier of fact that the defendant intention-
ally discriminated against the plaintiff remains at all
times with the plaintiff.’’20

Implicit bias is hidden from one’s consciousness. It is
the antitheses of motive and intent and should not be
the basis for liability. A few courts have addressed the
role of implicit bias in the context of disparate treat-
ment and have specifically rejected it. As the Supreme
Court explained in Watson v. Fort Worth Bank & Trust,
evidence of ‘‘subconscious stereotypes and prejudices
. . . may not prove discriminatory intent.’’21 As one later
court explained, ‘‘[d]isparate treatment analysis is con-
cerned with intentional discrimination. . . .
[S]ubconscious attitudes . . . are precisely the sort that
disparate treatment analysis cannot and was never de-
signed to police.22

One First Circuit case, Thomas v. Eastman Kodak
Co.,23 however, may suggest otherwise. In a disparate
treatment case which involved issues of timeliness and
burden of proof, by way of dicta, the court noted that
where ‘‘the employee has been treated disparately ‘be-
cause of race,’ ’’ a disparate treatment claim survives
‘‘regardless of whether the employer consciously in-
tended to base the evaluations on race, or simply did so
because of unthinking stereotypes or bias.’’ The EEOC
has taken a similar position, stating that ‘‘intentional
discrimination includes . . . conscious or unconscious
stereotypes about the abilities, traits, or performance of
individuals of certain racial groups.’’24

Those who define ‘‘intent’’ to include subconscious
bias do so because they claim subconscious bias may
have effects that are indistinguishable from conscious
bias, and, as explained by the First Circuit in Thomas,
Title VII was designed to protect any employee who has
been treated disparately ‘‘because of’’ a protected cat-
egory. In so doing, the court acknowledged that the fun-
damental issue in disparate treatment cases is one of
causation.

Yet the Thomas court failed to acknowledge the sub-
stantial difficulties associated with linking a subcon-
scious thought—about which the actor himself is
unaware—to the ultimate action challenged. Rather, the
court assumes that subconscious bias causes disparate
treatment, which, as discussed above, is a dangerous
assumption.

In fact the U.S. Supreme Court has confirmed that
even when what appears to be unconscious bias is at is-
sue, the employee must still demonstrate that it caused
the discriminatory behavior:

In saying that gender played a motivating part in an em-
ployment decision, we mean that, if we asked the employer
at the moment of the decision what its reasons were and if
we received a truthful response, one of those reasons would

Fit: The Law of Discrimination and Science of Implied Bias, 59
HASTINGS L.J. 1389, 1394 (2008).

16 Irene V. Blair, The Malleability of Automatic Stereotypes
and Prejudice, 6 PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. REV. 3, 242, 244,
255 (2002).

17 Joan C. Williams, Litigating the Glass Ceiling and the
Maternal Wall: Using Stereotyping and Cognitive Bias Evi-
dence to Prove Gender Discrimination; The Social Psychology
of Stereotyping: Using Social Science to Litigate Gender Dis-
crimination Cases and Defang the ‘‘Cluelessness’’ Defense, 7
EMPL. RTS. & EMPLOY. POL’Y J. 401,446 (2003).

18 Teamsters, 431 U. S. 34 at 335, n. 15; see, Jocelyn Larkin,
Stereotypes and Decisionmaking: Reconciling Discrimination
Law with Science, 192 CPER JOURNAL 15, 18 (Oct. 2008) (noting
that ‘‘. . . courts have long held that a claim for disparate treat-
ment requires proof of intent,’’) citing Teamsters; see also, 42
U.S.C. § 2000e-2(m) (complaining party must demonstrate
‘‘that race, color, religion, sex, or national origin was a moti-
vating factor’’ for the challenged employment practice); Texas
Dep’t of Cmty. Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248 (1981); U.S.
Postal Serv. v. Aikens, 460 U.S. 711 (1983); St. Mary’s Honor
Center v. Hicks, 509 U.S. 502 (1993).

19 See generally, Furnco Constr. Co. v. Waters, 438 U.S. 567
(1978).

20 Texas Dep’t of Cmty. Affairs , 450 U. S. 248 (1981) (em-
phasis added).

21 Watson v. Fort Worth Bank & Trust, 487 U.S. 977, 108 S.
Ct. 2777 (1988).

22 Jackson v. Harvard Univ., 721 F. Supp. 1397 (D. Mass.
1989) aff’d, 900 F.2d 464 (1st Cir. 1990), citing Watson, 108 S.
Ct. at 2786-87 (plurality opinion).

23 183 F.3d 38 (1st Cir. 1999).
24 EEOC, Questions and Answers About Race and Color

Discrimination in Employment available at http://
www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/qanda_race_color.html.)
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be that the applicant or employee was a woman. (footnote
omitted).25

In Hopkins, the court gave the example of an em-
ployer that acts ‘‘on the basis of a belief that a woman
cannot be aggressive or that she must not be.’’ This ex-
ample must be distinguished from the circumstance
when the purported bias is completely unconscious and
could not be articulated by the employer at all. This sce-
nario would provide the grounds upon which an em-
ployee could prove that bias played a role in the deci-
sionmaking, and a finding of disparate treatment would
be improper.

B. Disparate Impact
Disparate impact claims involve facially neutral em-

ployment practices that have the unintended conse-
quence of impacting one group more harshly than an-
other. Unlike disparate treatment claims, disparate im-
pact claims require no showing of ‘‘intent.’’ However,
plaintiffs must still demonstrate a causal relationship
between the employment practice at issue and the sta-
tistical disparity.26 In that regard, introducing evidence
of implicit bias in disparate impact cases presents many
of the same challenges presented in disparate treatment
cases.

In these types of cases, social science experts have re-
cently pushed the envelope by attempting to link evi-
dence gathered from the general population to an em-
ployer’s entire population of decisionmakers and their
selection decisions, overlooking the requirement of pro-
viding a valid, case-specific opinion.27 In Dukes, for in-
stance, Dr. William T. Bielby testified that research
from the general population ‘‘demonstrates that gender
stereotypes are especially likely to influence personnel
decisions when they are based on subjective factors, be-
cause substantial decision-maker discretion tends to al-
low people to ‘seek out and retain stereotyping-
confirming information and ignore or minimize infor-
mation that defies stereotypes.’ ’’

Bielby then attempted to apply this general research
to Wal-Mart to conclude that the company’s personnel
policies and practices make pay and promotion deci-
sions ‘‘vulnerable to gender bias.’’ The Supreme Court
rejected this overgeneralization, because Bielby ‘‘con-
ceded that he could not calculate whether 0.5 percent of
95 percent of the employment decisions at Wal-Mart
might be determined by stereotyped thinking.’’ Justice
Scalia concluded that this ‘‘is worlds away from ‘signifi-
cant proof’ that Wal-Mart ‘operated under a general
policy of discrimination.’ ’’ The Court also cast doubt on
whether Bielby’s testimony would meet the standards

for admission of expert testimony under Federal Rule of
Evidence 702 and Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceu-
ticals, Inc.

Along similar lines, Dr. Greenwald attempted to in-
troduce meta-analysis evidence of implicit bias in Pip-
pen. There, ‘‘plaintiffs claimed that the state of Iowa’s
failure to enforce its statutory and regulatory policies
caused a disproportionate number of African-
Americans applicants to be denied employment.’’ They
argued that because implicit bias is so pervasive, ‘‘the
natural unintended consequences of failure to follow
rules designed to ensure equal opportunity in the work-
place resulted in unfair treatment because of their
race.’’

Greenwald opined that his meta-analysis showed a 70
percent automatic preference for whites over blacks. He
noted that unconscious bias leads to discrimination par-
ticularly in subjective decisionmaking. However,
Greenwald conceded that this meta-analysis was not
based on specific acts of decisionmaking. Nevertheless,
he testified that the ‘‘evidence is strongly presumptive’’
of Iowa managers and decisionmakers being implicitly
biased.

Dr. Cheryl Kaiser28, a colleague of Dr. Greenwald,
also testified in Pippen. Unsurprisingly, she too views
implicit bias as pervasive. She considers all persons to
fall within a spectrum having polarities of explicit bias
and limited implicit bias. She suggests that where one
is uncertain as to the reason for another’s conduct, the
decisionmaker resorts to their implicit bias to ‘‘fill in the
gap.’’ Kaiser also espouses perhaps the ‘‘mother of all
generalizations’’ that implicit bias is so pervasive that
any merit-based employment system merely serves to
legitimize inequality. This is because the system gives
the perception of being fair when, in fact, the inevitable
presence of implicit bias dictates that it cannot be.

When these generalizations were tested on the cru-
cible of a courtroom in Pippen, the court rejected them
on two principal grounds. First, ‘‘the mere fact that a
discretionary system produces a bottom-line racial dis-
parity is not enough. A specific employment practice
must be identified as the culprit.’’ Second, ‘‘[d]elegated
discretion without a specific employment practice, even
supported by adverse outcomes in ultimate hiring sta-
tistics, will not suffice.’’ Ultimately, ‘‘[i]mplicit bias does
not mean prejudice, but merely reflects attitudes. More
pointedly, [no expert opinion evidence demonstrated]
that the bottom-line figures were caused by implicit ra-
cial bias.’’29

Significantly, neither Greenwald nor Kaiser ‘‘offered
a reliable opinion as to how many, or what percentage,
of the discretionary subjective employment decisions
made by managers or supervisors in the State employ-
ment system were the result of ‘stereotyped thinking’
adverse to the protected class.’’ The best Greenwald

25 Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228 (1989).
26 See, e.g., Lewis v. Chicago, 130 S. Ct. 2191, 109 FEP

Cases 429 (2010) (99 DLR AA-1, 5/25/10) (‘‘a plaintiff estab-
lishes a prima facie disparate-impact claim by showing that the
employer ‘uses a particular employment practice that causes a
disparate impact’ on one of the prohibited bases.’’); Wards
Cove Packing Co. v. Atonio, 490 U.S. 642, 657 (1989) (plaintiffs
required to show that the challenged practice had ‘‘signifi-
cantly disparate impact on employment opportunities for
whites and nonwhites.’’) (superseded by statute on other
grounds); Watson v. Fort Worth Bank & Trust, 487 U.S. 977
(1988) (disparities must be ‘‘sufficiently substantial that they
raise such an inference of causation.’’); see also, 42 U.S.C.
§ 2000-e(k), Burdens of Proof in Disparate Impact Cases.

27 Faigman, Modern Scientific Evidence: the Law and Sci-
ence of Expert Testimony, § 18:13; 42 U.S.C. 2000-e(k).

28 Associate Professor, Psychology, University of Washing-
ton

29 Pippen, No. LACL 107038, at 52-54 (citing Dukes,, 131 S.
Ct. at 2556); see also Title VII, as amended at
§§ 703(k)(l)(A),(B) (disparate impact claims directed at a par-
ticular employment practice). See generally, Connecticut v.
Teal, 457 U.S. 440, 442 (1982) (employer cannot defend Title
VII claim merely by showing that ‘‘bottom-line’’ result of pro-
motional process is appropriate racial balance; ‘‘[u]nder Title
VII, ‘[a] racially balanced work force cannot immunize an em-
ployer from liability for specific acts of discrimination.’ ’’) (ci-
tations omitted).
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could do was extrapolate from his Internet-based meta-
analysis, opining that 70 to 80 percent of respondents in
the United States had an ‘‘automatic preference for
whites.’’ He conceded this outcome was not a ‘‘repre-
sentative sampling by research design,’’ but ‘‘it could be
representative of the United States.’’ The court did not
find the professor’s opinion persuasive.

Greenwald had ‘‘relatively little data’’ about specifics
of how the IAT would apply in Iowa, and simply in-
ferred that the percentages he compiled from the inter-
net would be the same for this state.

When first asked if he could opine with ‘‘scientific
certainty’’ he stated that, ‘‘if a study were done’’ the
percentage would be about 75 percent. Ultimately,
Greenwald and Kaiser could only assume that 75 per-
cent of the subjective discretionary employment deci-
sions made in the State’s hiring process resulted from
unconscious bias. As the court concluded, ‘‘[i]n legal
parlance, this is conjecture, not proof of causation.’’

V. The Coming Storm and Risks of Relying on
the Unknown

Dukes and Pippen have made it substantially more
difficult for plaintiffs to rely on implicit bias evidence in
employment discrimination cases. But this will not
likely deter practitioners from attempting to use it in the
future.30 The Pippen plaintiffs conceded that their class
claim was novel, yet they ‘‘urge[d] the court to broaden
the horizons of Iowa’s legal landscape premised on
their belief in our state’s progressive stance on civil
rights.’’ One of the lead attorneys for the Dukes plain-
tiffs, Jocelyn Larkin, has similarly acknowledged that,
‘‘law and science are at odds’’ and ‘‘antidiscrimination
doctrine lags far behind the psychological science of in-
tergroup bias.’’

She believes that, ‘‘[t]o ensure the promise of anti-
discrimination law is fulfilled, legal models of decision-
making in the workplace should recognize and incorpo-
rate the empirical scientific understanding about the in-
fluence of unwitting bias.’’ Should such strategy be
adopted, it will still face the stringency of Daubert, as
well as challenges when used only as generalization
without being applied to specific fact situations.

To meet this challenge, two changes in plaintiff strat-
egies are likely. First, some social scientists have been
willing to testify that implicit bias research provides
transportable evidence of widespread implicit bias
based upon undifferentiated, general outcomes of IAT
results or other lesser experiments. These social scien-
tists will argue that such research establishes that every
company (including its employees) will have a high per-
centage of biased managers who will engage in numer-
ous, mostly subtle, acts of discrimination. In other
words, when pressed to pick a percentage of personnel
decisions between 0.5 percent and 95 percent affected
by bias, these experts are likely to pick a high percent-
age.31 Plaintiffs may also attempt to avoid the obvious

pitfalls in using the IAT to demonstrate evidence of pre-
vious discrimination by disguising implied bias as ste-
reotyping.

Though beyond the scope of this article, it is highly
questionable whether such evidence would survive an
evidentiary challenge under Daubert or other eviden-
tiary rules.32 Yet, even if the evidence were to survive
such challenges, it may disadvantage the very people
whose rights the law purports to protect. As the Su-
preme Court previously warned in Watson, expanding
the legal landscape could have an unintended ‘‘chilling
effect’’ on ‘‘legitimate business practices’’ and put ‘‘un-
due pressure’’ on employers to adopt ‘‘inappropriate
prophylactic measures.’’ Furthermore, ‘‘[i]t is com-
pletely unrealistic to assume that unlawful discrimina-
tion is the sole cause of people failing to gravitate to
jobs and employers in accord with the laws of chance
. . . . It would be equally unrealistic to suppose that em-
ployers can eliminate, or discover and explain, the
myriad of innocent causes that may lead to statistical
imbalances in the composition of their workforces.’’

Placing unwarranted weight on implicit bias science
would put employers in an untenable position of at-
tempting to anticipate what is inherently unknown.
This may cause them to micromanage personnel deci-
sions and over-rely on objective criteria, which may it-
self spur disparate impact suits.33 Individualized, sub-
jective, discretionary decisions—albeit potentially ‘‘vul-
nerable’’ to certain individuals’ implicit biases—are
necessary features of employee evaluation. The Su-
preme Court has recognized that employers must evalu-
ate ‘‘a wide array of factors that are difficult to articu-
late and quantify,’’ including ‘‘individual personalities
and interpersonal relationships,’’ ‘‘personality con-
flicts,’’ and ‘‘the varied needs and interests involved in
the employment context.’’34

VI. Conclusion
Evidence that employers are not insulated from the

consequences of more general societal attitudes that
continue to pervade our culture does not and should not
signal an intentional or unintentional violation of Title
VII. While it is important to identify and punish employ-
ers who discriminate and to compensate victims ac-
cordingly, the well-established legal framework that
has greatly reduced overt discriminatory behavior in
our country should not be disrupted and co-opted by
current theories of implicit bias.

While most would concede some forms of impermis-
sible bias remain unremedied, unless the theory of im-

30 See, e.g., Patrick Dorrian, Continued Emergence of Im-
plicit Bias Theory, Uses in Job Discrimination Explored, BNA
DAILY LABOR REPORT, Oct. 15, 2012 (199 DLR C-1, 10/15/12).

31 Allan G. King, et. al., Effective Use and Management of
Social Science Evidence, 16 (October 2011) (unpublished pa-
per presented at the American Employment Law Council) (on
file with authors).

32 See, e.g., Allan G. King & Syeeda Amin, The Propensity
to Stereotype as Inadmissible ‘‘Character’’ Evidence, 27 ABA
J. LAB. & EMPL. L. 23 (2011) (concluding that implicit bias evi-
dence is impermissible character evidence under Fed. R. Civ.
P. 404(a)).

33 See Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971).
34 Engquist v. Or. Dep’t of Agric., 553 U.S. 591, 27 IER

Cases 1121 (2008) (111 DLR AA-1, 6/10/08); see also Scott v.
Parkview Mem. Hosp., 175 F.3d 523 (7th Cir. 1999) (‘‘[N]o for-
mulary of approved answers can replace a nuanced evaluation
of [professional] candidates.’’); Rogers v. Int’l Paper Co., 510
F.2d 1340 (8th Cir. 1975) (‘‘[I]n all fairness to applicants and
employers alike, decisions about hiring and promotion in su-
pervisory and managerial jobs cannot realistically be made us-
ing objective standards alone.’’), vacated and remanded on
other grounds, 423 U.S. 937 (1990).
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plicit bias is validated as reliably predictive of discrimi-
natory behavior in the employment setting, deference
to it must be withheld.
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